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Spin-State Switches in Molecular Materials Chemistry
Shinya Hayami,a Stephen M. Holmesb and Malcolm A. Halcrow*,c
Spin-transition compounds are one of the most versatile types
of molecular switch.1-3 They undergo an electronic
rearrangement under a physical stimulus from a high-spin
state, with at least two unpaired electrons per switching
centre, to a low-spin state where at least some of those
electrons have become paired. Such spin-transitions inevitably
lead to a change in magnetic moment which, in favourable
cases, can correspond to “on-off” switchable diamagnetism/
paramagnetism.4 In many cases the electronic rearrangement
also changes the colour of a compound, 4 while bulk properties
such as conductivity,5,6 fluorescence,7 magnetic ordering,8
dielectric constant9 and mechanical properties10 are also
affected by spin-state switching in the solid state. The stimulus
is most commonly a change in temperature. However, spin-
transitions in bulk materials can also be induced by high
pressures (of the order of GPa), or by light irradiation. Low
temperatures are usually required in the latter case, to
prevent the sample from simply relaxing back to its electronic
ground (spin) state.
The most widespread class of spin-state switch is the spin-
crossover compounds, where a transition metal ion switches
between its crystal field high-spin and low-spin states. While
there are occasional exceptions,11 spin-crossover chemistry is
mostly limited to 3d metal ions, whose weaker ligand fields are
more suited to accessing high-spin configurations. The spin-
crossover phenomenon is most heavily studied in iron(II)
chemistry,12 and is also well-known in iron(III) 13 and cobalt(II)14
compounds. Complexes of other 3 d metal ions, notably
recently manganese(III),15 can also exhibit the effect however.
Iron(II) complexes are particularly favoured because their low-
spin state is diamagnetic (S = 0), leading to on-off switchable
paramagnetism as before. Iron(II) compounds also tend to
undergo larger structural changes between their spin states
than compounds of metal ions, leading to the more
cooperative transitions in the solid state that are desirable for
application purposes.16
Spin-crossover chemistry was first developed in the mid-
1960s, when observations from 30 years previously were
confirmed and explained.17 Work from that time was mostly
aimed at discovering new spin-crossover compounds, and
elucidating the solid state chemistry and physics of spin-state
switching in solid materials.18 While their potential for
applications in molecular devices was recognised early,
application studies of spin-crossover were hampered because
the temperature and form of a spin-crossover transition varies
markedly between compounds, or even in different samples of
the same compound.16 A genuine molecular switch requires an
abrupt, hysteretic switching event around room temperature,
which is still very difficult to design into a material de novo.
However that problem was addressed in 1993, when the first
spin-crossover material that is bistable at room temperature
was produced, by a rational modification of an iron(II)/triazole
coordination polymer.19 The same class of coordination
polymer is still widely used in nanoscience and molecular
devices involving spin-state switches, 20 and only a handful of
other compounds have since been discovered with comparably
favourable switching characteristics.
More recently, other types of molecular spin-state switch
have also come to prominence. One important class involves
charge-transfer induced spin-transitions (CTIST), where a
high/low spin-transition is coupled to an intramolecular
electron transfer event. There are two important classes of
CTIST switching. First, are heterometallic metal/cyanide
assemblies.21 The most common examples contain iron and
cobalt centres, which can undergo a thermally induced valence
tautomerism (eq 1; HS = high-spin, LS = low-spin):
Fe(II)/Co(III) Fe(III)/Co(II) (1)
LS LS LS HS
Such transitions between iron and cobalt centres are well
known in large molecular clusters, polymers and in Prussian-
blue analogue inorganic lattices,21 but have also recently been
achieved in small complex molecules. 22 Alternatively, spin
transitions can also be induced by metal-to-ligand charge
transfer, which is well-known in cobalt/dioxolene chemistry for
example (eq 2; cat2‒ = catecholate, sq‒ = semiquinonate):23
2Co(III)/[cat]2‒ Co(II)/[sq]‒ (2)
LS HS
Other combinations of metal ions can also exhibit metal-to-
metal or metal-to-ligand charge transfer equilibria in these
types of material, although without the accompanying spin-
state change.21,24
A third type of spin-state switch does not involve a spin-
state change at individual metal ions, but instead reflects large
changes to magnetic coupling interactions between radical
spins in a molecule or material. Again, two main classes can be
identified under this heading. First, are some six-coordinate
copper(II) complexes of nitroxyl radical ligands, which undergo
an unusual re-alignment of their Jahn-Teller distortions around
their coordination sphere upon cooling. 25 The associated re-
orientation of the {dx2‒y2}
1 magnetic orbital strongly affects
magnetic superexchange between the metal and ligand spins,
leading to a significant change in the magnetic moment of the
material at the transition temperature. 26 Lastly, “on-off”
switchable paramagnetism is also found in certain classes of
conjugated radical, which can undergo reversible -
dimerisation upon heating or cooling. 27 This results in strong
antiferromagnetic pairing of the two radical centres, so the
material becomes diamagnetic below the transition
temperature; it also leads to a significant colour change. 28
Particularly large structural rearrangements are required to
accommodate such a dimerisation in the solid state. As a
result, magnetic transitions caused by radical dimerisations
often exhibit thermal hysteresis.27
Despite their underlying differences, these various types of
spin-state switches exhibit very similar physical characteristics.
They all lead to a change in magnetic moment, from a weakly
paramagnetic (or diamagnetic) form at low temperature to a
strongly paramagnetic state at high temperature. This reflects
the thermodynamics of spin-transitions, which are driven by
the higher electronic and vibrational entropy associated with
open shell, high-spin molecules¶. All the forms of spin-state
switching can occur in solution or solid phases, and can lead to
materials exhibiting hysteretic switching in the solid state.
Most of them have also been shown to occur under pressure
(which usually stabilises the low-spin form), or under laser
irradiation at low temperature. Hence, all these types of
compound have potential for use as switching centres in
materials chemistry.
The past ten years has also seen great development in the
nanoscience of spin-state switches. Nanoparticles and thin
films of spin-crossover materials or CTIST switches down to 30-
50 nm in size can be routinely prepared, and usually function
almost as well as the bulk materials. 29 At smaller length scales
the spin-transitions become more gradual and incomplete, as
the (inactive) surface begin to dominate over (active) switching
centres in the bulk of the nanostructures. Interestingly,
however, in nanoparticles smaller than 5 nm the spin-
transition can recover some cooperativity. That was attributed
to the influence of the relatively hard particle surface, which
contains most of the atoms in a particle at such small scales. 30
Monolayer and sub-monolayer films of spin-crossover centres
can also be prepared, usually by vacuum deposition
methods.29 Individual high-spin and low-spin molecules can be
distinguished on gold surfaces by STM techniques, although
many studies report that such molecules cannot be switched
between their spin states under an STM tip below a particular
surface coverage.31
The use of spin-transitions to modulate other properties of
a material has also seen recent advances. Particular success
has been obtained with fluorescent compounds, where cycling
through a spin transition leads to changes in emission colour. 7
Interestingly, all these studies have used pendant fluorophores
remote from the spin-crossover ion as the emissive centres,
rather than fluorescent ligands directly bound to the metal ion.
Using spin-crossover to modulate the conductivity of
molecular semiconductors has also shown some promise, in
that the spin-transition can induce a discontinuity in the  vs T
curve in such compounds.5 Moreover, even insulating spin-
crossover materials usually exhibit a change in their resistivity
associated with the spin transition. 6 “On-off” switching from
insulating to conducting behaviour hasn’t yet been achieved,
however.
Using thermal spin-crossover to induce bulk magnetic
ordering in a molecular material is also an on-going challenge,
because of the low temperatures that would be required. 8
However, on-off switching of single-chain magnetism under
irradiation has been achieved, activated by light-induced
low→high-spin switching of iron sites in coordination polymer 
materials.32 The same effect has since been taken to its logical
conclusion, by demonstrating that a light-induced high-spin
complex can itself act as a single ion magnet at very low
temperatures. These samples are therefore tristable under
those conditions (low-spin, and magnetically bistable high-
spin).33
Spin-transition compounds have also found use in
switchable soft materials. Mesogenic spin-crossover materials
have been pursued for some time, although few examples are
liquid crystalline over the entire temperature range of a spin-
transition.34 More usual, is for a small change in spin state
population to be observed around a crystal→liquid-crystal 
phase transition above room temperature. This magnetic
transition may be hysteretic, and it can also be “reverse” in
character¶. Some micellar assemblies 35 and gels36 of spin-
crossover molecules have also been prepared, which undergo
unexpectedly cooperative spin-state switching reflecting
interaction of the switchable molecules with the semi-rigid
supramolecular architectures.
The multi-functional properties of spin-state switches have
proven particularly useful for the production of prototype
devices. The first such application was a thermochromic
display device produced by Kahn et al in the 1990s.37 More
recently, thermoelectrical devices based on switchable
conductivity,38 and optical devices modulated by spin-
crossover effectors,39 have been proposed. Mechanical motion
of a material induced by the structural changes associated with
spin-crossover is also an exciting prospect for actuator
applications.10
Lastly, spin-state switching in solution is also gaining
increasing attention. On one hand, guest-induced switching in
3a supramolecular spin-crossover complex is an exciting
prospect for colorimetric sensor applications. 40 On the other,
the “on-off” switchable paramagnetism of spin-crossover
complexes is gaining interest for switchable MRI contrast
agents.41 There is clear potential to use the same principles to
produce chemo-responsive materials based on spin-state
switches.42
Conclusions
This special issue, dedicated to molecular spin-switches in
materials chemistry, aims to highlight these exciting advances.
Many of the areas in the preceding paragraphs are
represented in the issue, including: discovery chemistry and
crystal engineering; nanoparticle and thin film nanoscience;
multifunctional dielectric and fluorescent materials; switchable
hybrid and composite materials; and, supramolecular
assemblies of spin-crossover components. This breadth of
coverage confirms the great potential for functional materials
based on spin-state switches, and points to exciting new
developments in the near future.
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